We present a strategy based on human gait to achieve efficient tracking, recovery of egomotion and 3-D reconstruction from an image sequence acquired by a single camera attached to a pedestrian. In the first phase, the parameters of the human gait are established by a classical frame-by-frame analysis, using an generalized least squares (GLS) technique. The gait model is non-linear, represented by a truncated Fourier series. In the second phase, this gait model is employed within a ''predict-correct'' framework using a maximum a posteriori, expectation-maximization (MAP-EM) strategy to obtain robust estimates of the ego-motion and scene structure, while continuously refining the gait model. Experiments on synthetic and real image sequences show that the use of the gait model results in more efficient tracking. This is demonstrated by improved matching and retention of features, and a reduction in execution time, when processing video sequences.
Introduction
One of the applications of CCTV cameras is in surveillance systems that provide monitoring information in order to protect civilians against theft, vandalism and crime [1] [2] [3] [4] . Most of these cameras, to our knowledge, are statically installed in commercial and residential sectors such as schools, banks and parking places. Unfortunately, these cameras can only cover a part of the entire scene, and cannot track subjects that exit the field of view of the cameras. In contrast, portable camera systems can be used to monitor a scene that changes in the field of view of the officer who carries the camera. To conduct effective video analysis, one of the main challenges is efficient recovery of 3-D structure of the scenes and the motion trajectory of the camera, based on 2-D image inputs.
Estimating 3-D structure and camera motion from 2-D images is one of the fundamental problems in computer vision, e.g. [5, 6] . This problem has been continuously investigated and found large amount of real applications. In general, one can adopt two main strategies for the recovery of 3-D structure from passive image data, structure from motion (SFM) and stereo vision [7] , each of which relies on the acquisition of video data of the same scene data from different viewpoints. In the case of SFM, one can also recover the ego-motion of the sensor with respect to a world coordinate system, performing 3-D scene reconstruction and navigation [8, 9] . This implies knowledge of corresponding locations in the several images. Lepetit and Fua [10] have described the general principles of feature detection, tracking and 3-D reconstruction, and Oliensis [11] gave an earlier detailed critique of the comparative strengths and weaknesses of several, well-documented approaches to SFM. The majority of existing methods for feature tracking use frame-toframe prediction models, based for example on Kalman filter [12, 13] , particle filtering [14] , and optimizationbased approaches [15] [16] [17] . One of the numerous examples is the MonoSLAM system developed by Davison et al. [18] , who utilized a probabilistic feature-based map that represents a snapshot of the current estimates of the state of the camera and the overall feature points. This feature map was initialized at system start-up and updated by the extended Kalman filter that considered frame-by-frame computation. The state estimates of the camera and feature points were also updated during camera motion.
In spite of their success in certain applications, these established approaches do not take into account the longterm history of the camera motion. In contrast, we track features and recover ego-motion and 3-D structure from a temporal image sequence acquired by a single camera mounted on a moving pedestrian. Our contribution is to show that the use of an explicit longer term, non-linear human gait model is more efficient in this case. Fewer features are lost and the processing time per frame is lessened as either the search window or the frame rate can be reduced.
Our work was motivated by the study reported in [19] , where Molton et al. used a robotic system to make measurements on the gait of a walking person, while a digital compass and an inclinometer were used to record rotation. An iterated and extended Kalman filter was used in their work to initialize the wavelet parameter estimates, then running across the whole period of activity. In our work, the motion is computed directly from the video data, and as already stated, the emphasis is on the use of a longer-term model to increase algorithmic efficiency. In what follows, we use the term ''ego-motion'' to refer to both frame-to-frame and longer-term periodic motion. The expression ''camera transformation'' refers to the egomotion of the camera between any two frames, and the expression ''gait model'' refers to the longer-term egomotion of the camera over many frames.
In Section 2 we give an overview of our approach, which has two phases, initialization and continuous tracking. We then expand on the key components of our strategy in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 3 we discuss the generalized least squares (GLS) method to recover the scene geometry and ego-motion within Phase 1, effectively finding structure from motion [20] . In Section 4 we discuss the formulation of the dynamic gait model within the MAP-EM framework of Phase 2 to continually perform SFM with improved efficiency while periodically updating the gait parameters. In Section 5, we present results that show the improved efficiency in comparison with standard methods. Finally, in Section 6 we summarize our findings.
An overview of the proposed approach
The proposed approach has two phases, initialization and continuous tracking. Assume that m frames are included in the initialization phase and n frames (n4m) in the whole sequence. The intrinsic camera parameters are known from previous calibration. The purpose of the first phase is to acquire the long-term gait model of the pedestrian.
Phase 1: Initialization.
Of the well-tested feature tracking algorithms, reviewed by Lepetit and Fua [10] , the Shi-Tomasi-Kanade (STK) tracker [21] is used because it is still one of the most accurate and reliable. The STK tracker has two stages, feature selection and feature tracking. The feature selection process computes the eigenvalues of a gradient function for each pixel, comparing the result with a fixed threshold. In the published algorithm, image features with higher eigenvalues were considered as good features to track. However, we use the SUSAN (smallest univalue segment assimilating nucleus) operator instead to select an initial feature set in the first frame, due to its known immunity to noise [22] . This is not used subsequently, unless the number of tracked features falls below a predefined threshold in which case we are able to re-initialize with new features.
Select C corner features in frame 1 For frames i ¼ 1:1:m-1 (STK-GLS) Match features across frames i and (i+1); Estimate fundamental matrix; Refine list of matched features; Recover camera transformation and scene geometry; EndFor Fit a periodic gait model to camera transformation data from frames 1 to m
As we track these features in successive frames, we minimize the residue error using an affine transformation, as in the STK algorithm, assuming the displacement is small. However, we use a generalized least squares algorithm [23] to recover the frame-to-frame camera transformation and scene geometry as this is a robust estimation technique that can derive good results when the error distribution is not normally distributed [24] . Typically, m is chosen large enough to recover about two complete strides, say m ¼ 50 frames for a 25 Hz sampling rate. The number of features, C, is a user parameter, typically set to 150. This leads to the recovery of a temporary motion model with six degrees of freedom, i.e. the three displacements and three Euler angles, which can be stored in a gait library using a truncated Fourier series representation.
Phase 2: Continuous tracking (IRLS: iteratively reweighted least squares).
For frame i=m:m0:n (Proposed MAP-EM)
Predict the feature positions in the (i+m0)th frame using the gait model; Apply a coarse-to-fine strategy to match the features; Compute frame-to-frame transformation and scene geometry on every m'th frame; Update the periodic gait model using IRLS; EndFor
In Phase 2, we use and update the gait model to improve the prediction of the location of features in each new frame. Since this prediction is based on a longer history, not every frame needs to be considered so we include a parameter m0 as the gap between frames. (In the experimental section m0 is varied so that the performance of the proposed algorithm can be fully evaluated.) The coarse-to-fine matching parameters, e.g. window size, are selected according to the variance of the Euclidean distance between the predicted and measured feature positions. A maximum a posteriori, expectationmaximization (MAP-EM) algorithm is used to find the best feature match and determine the camera transformation parameters between two frames. The gait model is examined and updated if necessary on a periodic basis using iteratively re-weighted least squares [25] . To maintain its validity, the m most recent frames are used, applying Spearman correlation to compare the recent gait parameters individually with the stored values. If the correlation coefficients are lower than a pre-defined threshold (typically 0.9), then the current gait model is updated. Accumulation of errors in the motion tracking can deteriorate the performance of the proposed tracker. In order to reduce this accumulated error we can reestimate the overall parameters by collecting very similar (or the same) images that were just used. For example, multiple estimates of the position of a known 3-D point should be identical. This strategy works effectively if the iteration runs several times.
Phase 1: establishing the gait model
In Phase 1, we recover the fundamental matrix, F, between each pair of successive frames in the sequence. F defines a transformation from a point p 1 in one image to the epipolar line l 2 in the other image,
or between corresponding points in the two images,
where the positions of points p 1 and p 2 are defined in image coordinates. We solve the equation, x T a ¼ 0, where a is a 9-vector including the entries of the fundamental matrix F, and x T is a 1 Â 9 parameter matrix whose elements come from those elements of p 1 and p 2 . Solutions for F are well understood [20] , but in our case outliers may be caused by incorrect image correspondences. In general, errors embedded in the sum of the squared residuals of Euclidean distance from image points to their corresponding epipolar lines are non-Gaussian, as illustrated in the images and histogram of Fig. 1 . Therefore we employ a two-stage, generalized least squares model [23] . This is an extended version of linear mixed-effects models that have been used for the analysis of balanced or unbalanced grouped data, such as longitudinal data, repeated measures, and multilevel data [26, 27] .
For simplicity, the general form of the Gauss-Markov linear model is considered. Let Y i be a 9-vector with index i (each element of Y i is À1):
where X i is a 9 Â 8 parameter matrix (nine random samples from the corresponding points and eight unknown elements of the F matrix), A i is an 8-vector including the unknown elements of the F matrix (the ninth is 1 given a normalized F matrix), and e i is an independent error. The dimension of X i is designed such that the computation of the F matrix becomes more efficient and robust [24] . For variable index i, A i indicates individual fundamental matrices F i determined by the ith subsampling group. Second, the coefficients A i are associated with the population covariates by
where v i is an 8 Â 8 population design matrix, b is an 8-vector, c i is a vector of random effects independent of e i .
An optimal solution for Eq. (3) leads to the minimization of e i .
To obtain a solution for A i , the two-stage strategy is combined with a moment estimator, based on the optimization technique proposed by Demidenko and Stukel [28] . The first stage refers to Eq. (3), while the second stage contributes to Eq. (4). The moment estimator is used to compute the variance between the measurements and the estimates against the number of the remaining samples. Omitting intermediate steps that can be found in their paper, we have
where A i is an unbiased solution to the fundamental matrix. C ¼ Z ¼ I (identity matrix), andÃ i and H can be ARTICLE IN PRESS computed using the numerical technique introduced in [23] . The proposed linear mixed-effects model is not robust to the existence of outliers that perturb the optimization by introducing ambiguities. To make the proposed strategy robust, we investigate the squared residuals of the Euclidean distances from image points to their corresponding epipolar lines in accordance with the two-stage estimator [29] .
A confidence interval, m, is used to determine the probability of inliers (valid correspondences) or outliers (rogue points). This confidence interval is constructed as a m À t m spmpa m þ t m s, where a m is the sample mean, s is the standard deviation, and t m depends on the degrees of freedom, which is equal to one less than the size of a random subsample, i.e. eight, and the level of confidence. To determine t m , the t distribution is used. The t distribution is an infinite mixture of Gaussians, and is often employed as a robust measure to ''correct'' the distorted estimation created by a few extreme measurements:
Assuming there are i correspondences across images, the confidence interval of the distribution is determined by Eq. (6), where a m ¼d i =M, M is the number of the image correspondences, andd i are the residuals computed by applying the fundamental matrix estimated in the last subsection to the overall image correspondences, and 2.896 is based on a significance level of 0.01 and the eight degrees of freedom (with reference to the upper critical values of the student's t distribution). Once the fundamental matrix has been obtained, the essential matrix, E, can be obtained using the known intrinsic camera matrix M int . The camera transformation between the two images and the scene geometry is recovered by assuming a pinhole camera model [20] . It is known that walking is an internally periodic process that becomes mature at around 12 months [30] . Let dðtÞ be the periodic component of the generic displacement function in terms of time t during motion. The ''oscillating property'' of the motion pattern is expressed as a truncated Fourier series
where the frequencies are o k ¼ 2p=T
. o k indicate the k-th harmonics of the function dðtÞ, i.e. the first k components of the Fourier series after the fundamental frequency. d 0 is the mean value, and d k and f k are the amplitude and phase of the k-th harmonic in one stride period, respectively [31] . As demonstrated in the experimental results presented here, and more extensively in [24] , a value of N ¼ 3 allows normal gait patterns to be properly represented. A model of lower complexity leads to large fitting errors and of higher complexity to fitting of random and aperiodic fluctuations. Hence, for six degrees of freedom, each represented by 10 parameters in a truncated series, the motion model has a total of 60 parameters. The camera transformations obtained from successive frame-to-frame correspondences are used to form the gait model, established over the sequence. As discussed in Section 2, a change in o k requires updating of the gait model. This deterministic gait model is used to achieve better prediction of the movement of features within the camera field of view over a longer period of time and so improve the efficiency of gait-based ego-motion tracking, which is the principal contribution of this paper. Our use of a periodic motion model to represent gait is similar to Molton et al. [19] , but we derive the gait model directly from the images, thus relieving the pedestrian of additional instrumentation (compass and inclinometer). We have also extended the representation to a truncated series of sinusoidal terms for greater accuracy. As defined, the methodology is not general but gait-specific because of the form of Eq. (7), the principle of using a longer-term motion model could be applied to other examples of periodic motion. Here, the gait model is constrained by the fact that the translation and rotation of the camera between two neighboring frames are less than 0.1 m and 101, respectively.
4. Phase 2: recovering ego-motion and scene structure using a dynamic gait model
The continuous tracking phase has two main stages: prediction and correction. If the prediction yielded by the gait model is accurate, then this leads either to a smaller search window or allows a longer gap between frames, each resulting in greater efficiency. Further, there is less chance of an incorrect match as the probability of similarity between detected features is reduced. The nature of the gait model described by Eq. (7) determines the use of a non-linear optimization process. This is a dependent multivariate process, and the stability of the possible solution is not guaranteed since too many unknown parameters reside in the optimization [32] .
We register the projection of a 3-D ''template'', yielded by the gait model, with the 2-D feature points in the latest frame. This is an incomplete data problem because the correspondences are not known accurately a priori as there are incorrect correspondences and errors in position. We expect that a number of outliers may occur in the corresponding matches. Hence, we derive a global rather than a local similarity between the actual correspondences and the image projections of the scene structure. In the presence of incorrect feature correspondence, robust registration and recovery of the camera transformation between frames is explored using a maximum a posteriori (MAP) strategy, instantiated by the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [33] . Hence, we iterate the expectation and maximization until convergence is reached at the global minimum. The expectation step indicates a posteriori probabilities of the incomplete data using Gaussian mixture models, given the image observations and belief in motion provided by the gait model. The maximization step involves a maximum a posteriori estimate to refine the predicted motion parameters in order to obtain a minimum sum of Euclidean distances between image points. Our approach is inspired by that used by Cross and Hancock [34] , Choi et al. [35] and Zhou et al. [36] . However, the key difference is the use of the gait model to predict frame-to-frame camera transformations, thus improving the efficiency of the approach. In comparison with [36] , we have extended our evaluation to include synthetic and real pedestrian sequences in which walking velocity changes. Furthermore, we have added an experiment investigating the effect of moving obstacles (other pedestrians) in real image sequences.
Estimating motion parameters by an MAP strategy
Consider a dynamic representation for the registration, f ðã t ;b t ;f t Þ, whereã t refers to the 3-D points recovered from corresponding image points,b t is the image observation, andf t is the current prediction of the camera transformation, based on the longer-term gait model, at time t. Given a goodf t , the posterior probability (or the likelihood of the hypothesis,f t ), pðb t jf t Þ, is maximized to find an optimalb t .
Assuming individual image points are conditionally independent [35] , the joint probability is therefore
where i is the index of an image point. Using Bayes' rule,
where j is also an image point index. The maximum loglikelihood estimate off t is explicitly defined as follows:
The correspondences between features are not known a priori from frame to frame in spite of the capture of a concrete gait model to generatef t , which is used to generate a 3-D modelã t . However, the conditional logarithm of the posterior probability, Q ðf t jf tÀ1 Þ, can instead be computed over the previous estimates off t . Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (10) and considering the Markovian properties, one can re-write the conditional log-likelihood as
EM algorithm
As applied here, the EM algorithm starts from an initial ''guess'' of the scene structure, which is derived from the motion parameters provided by the gait model and previous feature positions, and then projects the perspective 3-D ''template'' to a 2-D image using the features to be matched across two frames of the sequence using the following iterative steps:
1. E-step: In this step, we formulate the a posteriori probability of the incomplete data set, pðã t j jb t i ;f tÀ1 Þ, contained in Eq. (11) . Bayes' rule is again applied to obtain
To pursue solutions for pðã t j jf tÀ1 Þ and pðb t jã t j ;f tÀ1 Þ in Eq. (12), the probability pðã t j jf tÀ1 Þ may be written as
where N is the number of the features. This indicates that the posterior probability pðã t j jf tÀ1 Þ is determined by the individual joint densities pðã t j jb t i ;f tÀ1 Þ over the feature points considered. To compute pðã t j jf tÀ1 Þ, it is necessary to take into account the initial estimate of pðã t j jb t i ;f tÀ1 Þ, which seriously affects the characteristics of convergence, e.g. accuracy and efficiency, for final correspondence.
Here, we preset it to be 1=N. In other words, the posterior probability of registration of each feature is uniform in the first instance.
As stated, we assume a multivariate Gaussian motion model for the conditional probability pðb t i jã t j ;f tÀ1 Þ. So, its maximum likelihood estimate can be represented by the continuous density [37] as
where T indicates transpose; D z ¼ 6 since there are six transformation parameters; the error-residual
which is the Euclidean distance between the matched image feature,b t i , and the projected position derived from the gait model and prior structure, g t j . The variance-covariance matrix R and its inverse R À1 are both 2N Â 2N positive definite symmetric because of their elements s ij from the covariance of i and j , i.e.
Re-writing the logarithmic part of Eq. (11) results in the new form are as follows:
where W stands for the total summation of other terms after taking logarithms. The 3-D position of g t is
where RðtÞ (or R afterwards) is a rotation matrix represented by Euler angles, and T d ðtÞ (or T d afterwards) is a translation vector which contains T x , T y , and T z . The updated parameters for the tri-axial Euler angles, and displacements can be expressed as
T y k sinðo tyk t þ f tyk Þ;
where the overall coefficients, i.e. y x0 , o rxk , etc., can be estimated using the iteratively reweighted least-squares method [25] with historic data. IRLS continuously updates a weight function so as to minimize the effects of gross outliers within the optimization. The motion parameters at time instant, t, will become deterministic. 2. M-step: Eq. (17) is iterated in order to find its maximum. This involves findingf t ¼ Mðf tÀ1 Þ so that
To seek a fast solution to this maximization problem, we can differentiate Q ðf t jf tÀ1 Þ in terms of the six transformation parameters, and set them to be zero individually. Therefore, the optimal solutions for the six DOFs can be obtained by solving these numerical equations:
which is available, and
where the rotational vector y has three Euler angles, ðy x ; y y ; y z Þ. Further,
The rotation matrix can be formulated using a unit quaternion that can be expressed as q ¼ ðq 0 ; q 1 ; q 2 ; q 3 Þ: 
The Levenberg-Marquardt (L-M) technique [38] is applied to search for the optimal solutions, as this is a non-linear optimization problem, solved by combining gradient descent and Gauss-Newton iteration. The variation of the rotation matrix from frame to frame can be derived using a linear optimization [39] , where the incremental rotation quaternion is computed at each frame with
Assuming a vector v ¼ ½v 1 ; v 2 ; v 3 , then the derivatives of the rotation matrix with respect to the quaternion can be obtained:
where
(refer to [40] ). The vector v satisfies the following equations:
where y deg is an intermediate parameter used in the process. The derivation of the transformation parameters using the EM scheme is based on the prediction of the gait model. Therefore, the final variation of the motion between frames is the arithmetic summation of the prediction and the changes due to the optimization. The EM platform should efficiently converge to a unique solution, f Ã , rather than several solutions due to underestimation or over-estimation, where a large inaccuracy arises. It is difficult to prove this in theory. In practice, Meilijson [41] claims that Newton-type or other gradient methods provide the solution required quickly but tend to be unstable. Therefore we apply the LevenbergMarquardt method [38] , using the prediction based on the history of the recovered motion parameters.
Experimental results
To demonstrate improved performance, we compare the proposed gait-based ego-motion tracking with the benchmark STK algorithm, which uses a short-term displacement model. We employ synthetic test data, from a checked test pattern and a computer game simulation for comparison of the algorithms with known periodic gait parameters of the form of Eq. (7). We also employ real data from a camera mounted on a pedestrian. As we do not have independent extraction of gait in this case, we compare texture mapped images using extracted parameters with the real image data, which gives a strong subjective comparison. The experimental results are augmented considerably in [24] .
Synthetic checked target: accuracy tests
The algorithm was tested using five synthetic sequences of a checked pattern, illustrated in Fig. 2 (frame size: 630 Â 630 pixels 2 ), including translational and rotational motions of varying velocity. A right-handed Cartesian coordinate system was used in which the Z-axis is normal to the image plane. Although the target was simple, we added progressively increasing levels of Gaussian noise of mean zero and variance 0.0-12.0 on an intensity scale from 0.0 to 255.0. One hundred and fifty features were extracted in the first frame but this number was reduced as features were lost as tracking continued. In the sequence of Fig. 2 , the pattern translates along the X-and Z-axes and rotates about the Z-axis. In phase 1, the gait model is established in the first 50 frames using the STK algorithm, Fig. 3 shows that the recovery of the t x parameter is degraded with increased noise; for a variance of 12.0, the estimated translation along the X-axis has an absolute error of 0.1-0.5 units (1 unit: 19 cm). Similar results are observed for the t z and y z components [24] .
The key comparison is to compare results for tracking in phase 2 using the gait model against the benchmark STK algorithm from frame 51 onwards. The estimates of the translational (t x and t z ) and rotational (y z ) components of motion with added noise of variance 12.0 are illustrated in Fig. 4 . Table 1 provides error statistics for the accuracy of feature location. The mean and standard deviation of the errors in all three estimated parameters are reduced in most cases when using the gait model, as is also apparent from Fig. 4 since the gait data, marked with ''Â'' symbols, is closer to the ground truth marked by the solid line.
Hence, the data demonstrate quantitatively that the gaitbased technique recovers the motion parameters and locates the features more accurately.
Synthetic checked target: changing sample rates
The purpose of these experiments was to see if we could gain greater efficiency of tracking by using the gait model to reduce the sampling rate, thus reducing the computational load. Examining Table 2 and Fig. 5(a) , sampling every third frame, errors in the estimates of t z using the gait model are reduced slightly in noise-free data. However, when noise is added in Fig. 5(b) , the gait model is necessary to retain tracking as features are lost during tracking in the basic STK method. For example, previous to frame 21, the estimates of t z using the STK tracker are displaced above the correct values because the fundamental matrix estimation is sensitive to errors that occur in point correspondence. At frame 71, the step function is caused by newly introduced incorrect correspondences that continue to propagate. Estimates of rotation in Table 2 and Fig. 6 are more complicated. Although the gait-based method again performs better than the STK-based technique, the differences are not as marked as with the t z and t x parameters. They are almost comparable at a variance of additive Gaussian noise of 12.0. Nevertheless, the absolute errors using gait are less than 1.21 on average. Taken overall the use of the gait model does improve the accuracy of the recovered parameters and allows a reduced sampling rate for the synthetic data. In practice, the gait model allowed recovery of transformation parameters at sampling rates of up to every sixth frame on this sequence, but it was not possible to make a comparison because the basic tracker was unable to recover the motion parameters.
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Synthetic human motion sequences
In the next set of experiments, we extended the evaluation to a full 3-D environmental ''walk-through'', using a computer animation package to provide synthesis of translational and rolling gait. This environment is far more realistic than the checked target, but we can still compare the recovered parameters against ground truth as the gait parameters can be fully programmed using the ''Quake'' engine, which is publicly available at http:// www.codeproject.com/managedcpp/quake2.asp. We used a demonstration video (''indoors navigation'') in which the ''observer'' wanders in a castle in changing illumination, which together with the more complex 3-D environment can cause more missed feature correspondences than with the checked target. In the sequences presented, we defined a forward translation, and the roll or yaw angles of the ''observer'' were altered according to the expression: roll/yaw angles ðdegÞ ¼ À6 Â sinð2p Â t f =30 þ 1:1Þ, where t f is the image frame index. The first image sequence exhibits a pronounced rolling gait. In phase 1, feature tracking shown in Fig. 7 leads to the history of the roll angles shown in Fig. 8(a) . This model is used for subsequent tracking with an interval of three frames. Fig. 8(b) shows 25 frames immediately succeeding the learning phase, in which gait-based strategy outperforms the STK scheme in terms of measurement accuracy. The longer interval between the neighboring frames leads to the violation of the linearization assumption in the STK scheme, resulting in large errors in the estimated motion parameters. The second image sequence is of changed yaw angles. Fig. 9 shows feature tracking during the learning phase, leading to the estimated yaw angle (Fig. 9(a) ). Similar to the previous experiment, in subsequent frames of which frames 61-120 are shown in Fig. 10 (for yaw  angles) , the proposed gait method has many fewer measurement errors than the STK framework. Indeed the STK algorithm diverges markedly from the ground truth. Also, in the second cycle (frames 60-120) the gait-based system demonstrates divergence to some degree, due to the significant intensity changes that cause less correct correspondences over frames. Taken overall, these more complex synthetic sequences reinforce the conclusions of the earlier experiments in that the use of gait improves the accuracy of recovery of the ego-motion, and allows more efficient tracking as the time between frames can be increased.
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Real image sequences
We acquired several sequences of typical duration 10 s from a camera mounted on the waist of a male pedestrian. A photograph of the experimental arrangement can be found in [24] . The images were 360 Â 288 pixels 2 and the frame rate was 25 Hz. The shutter speed was 1/3000 s. One hundred and fifty corner features are selected in the first frame of the image sequence. The number of these features decreases gradually as the tracking proceeds. Although the real scene data does not have many occlusions, visual features are lost as the pedestrian view changes, especially when rotating, and features are also lost due to changes in lighting. After ego-motion tracking and recovery of point-wise structure, a technique introduced by Azarbayejiani et al. [42] was applied to create texture maps. Vertices from recovered 3-D points were selected manually and then back projected onto assumed planes to yield 3-D polygons. These polygons were combined with the recovered motion and the original video sequence to render texture-mapped models by inverse projecting image pixels onto the scene and matching the pixels with 3-D points on particular objects. These texture maps were compared to the real images for subjective assessment only; no manual intervention was required for the algorithm. decreases as some disappear from view, and others are lost due to incorrect correspondence. Figs. 12(a)-(f) show the recovered camera positions based on the estimated motion. Many of the detected features are on the ground plane, which can be determined using a robust least median of squares method [43] . Fig. 12(g) illustrates the saggital view of the 3-D feature positions, where the points (''+'') are those included in the ground plane (these points are outlined by two dashed lines), and other points (''È'') are treated as ''objects'' as they lie above the ground plane. Using the IRLS approach, we obtain the fitted curves for the camera pose estimates, which are shown in Fig. 13. (t x and t y have much smaller variation than t z , and are omitted.)
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We again determined whether use of the gait-based algorithm leads to an improved tracking of features by better predicting their position in future frames (and so losing fewer of them) or, alternatively, whether the algorithm allowed us to sample and process frames at a lower frequency, so improving the efficiency. Fig. 14 summarizes a performance comparison between the STK-and gait-based frameworks in tracking the sequence of Fig. 11 using a Pentium II-300 MMX PC. As the sampling rate is decreased, the processing time is reduced in an inverse relationship in both cases as there is simply less processing, but the gait-based approach is significantly quicker. Compared to the STK-based approach using a fixed number of pyramid levels, the gait-based method localizes the search better and hence reduces the time taken to find a match. In Fig. 14(b) , the STK-based strategy loses progressively more feature points, and the difference between that and the gait-based prediction is understandably greater as the sampling rate decreases. The prediction that includes the motion model is more robust. To some extent, the data flatter the STK algorithm, first because some of the features lost in each case occur simply because they leave the field of view of the camera, and second because the oscillatory motion in this sequence is not large. As we do not have ground truth, Fig. 15 shows comparisons between the real (a) and (d) and the texture mapped (b) and (e) scenes for two frames using the estimated motion parameters. The subtraction images (c) and (f) show subjectively the accuracy of the approach.
In the second example, we investigate whether or not moving objects will affect the performance of the proposed motion tracking algorithm. This is a common case in real surveillance scenarios. Figs. 16-18 illustrate the results of the proposed algorithm for a video sequence in which two pedestrians walk towards the camera. Similar to the results of the slow walking sequence, the proposed algorithm possesses less feature loss and faster convergence than the STK scheme. This is due to gradual motion of the two moving pedestrians, resulting in very slow feature loss throughout the whole sequence.
An obvious potential weakness of the longer-term motion model is a change in parameters as the pedestrian wearing the camera alters course. Corner turning is a challenge to simple tracking algorithms, but a common occurrence in pedestrian sequences. Tracked feature points may abruptly disappear, leading to unstable motion estimation as the reduced correspondences affect the computation of pose parameters, and more errors in registration due to the appearance of additional candidates from behind the corners. To justify the validity of the proposed gait-based method in this case we first used the STK-based strategy to track the extracted feature points across 100 frames (Figs. 19-21 ). This period allows the camera positions to be stably estimated in an entire turning period. The motion pattern of the pedestrian when turning the corner has been accurately recovered, as seen from the regular variation of t x , t z and y y of Fig. 21 .
However, the gait-based tracker maintains its performance better as the frame separation increases (see Fig. 20 ). Without a complete (or almost complete) walking history at the corner, one may not obtain a proper gait pattern. With an incorrect prediction, it is unlikely that we will have correct correspondences between frames, leading to the failure of ego-motion tracking. In our case, the success of the gait-based algorithm can also be attributed to the slow postural changes, i.e. the updating of the motion model is sufficiently frequent in relation to the speed of turning the corner. However, if this were not the case, then we acknowledge that the algorithm might not produce fast and correct motion estimates as there would be larger errors in the extracted gait model.
Summary of the experimental results
We have evaluated the proposed system experimentally. In general, the proposed algorithm is capable of efficiently and effectively tracking feature points in varied circumstances, while providing accurate motion parameters of the camera.
In the case of the synthetic checked targets, Table 1 shows that the gait-based algorithm has RMS errors of 0.15 units less than the STK tracker on average. Fig. 4 indicates that the gait-based algorithm results in errors of less than 0.51 on average in the angular estimates. Changing the sample rates using the synthetic checked targets with changing sampling rates, Fig. 6 demonstrates that the gait-based algorithm allowed optimal recovery of transformations using every sixth frame, whereas the STK algorithm requires a frame-by-frame basis.
In the case of synthetic human motion using the games engine, Fig. 8 demonstrates that the proposed gait-based algorithm has errors in roll estimation of 2.01 less than the STK tracker. In the case of real image sequences, although there is no ground truth data, the recovered texture maps show that the proposed algorithm is subjectively better than the STK method (Fig. 15) . Hence, using both synthetic and real sequences, we have shown that the gait-based method is more efficient than the basic STK tracker in all cases. Furthermore, the gait-based approach has allowed greater accuracy of structure and motion parameter recovery in the synthetic sequences, when we have had ground truth available for comparison.
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Conclusions and future work
We have developed a framework for efficient and robust ego-motion tracking using a single camera attached to a pedestrian, i.e. without using any other indicators of position, speed or inclination. An initial gait model is extracted from a fixed training period of two strides, using feature correspondences to estimate the ego-motion parameters, represented as a truncated Fourier series of up to three harmonics for each component of motion. Experiments on synthetic and real data have shown that the proposed strategy has more accurate and efficient ego-motion estimates and structural recovery than a comparable method that does not incorporate long-term motion estimates. The method is robust, and works well in an environment in which the illumination is relatively static. Constantly moving or changing shadows, caused for example by moving bushes or clouds covering the sun, would inevitably cause more features to appear, disappear or shift, and would necessitate an even more robust and complicated algorithm. This is beyond the current scope and would have to be included in future work.
